Assessment of remotely sensed soil moisture products and their quality improvement: a case study in South Korea
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Abstract

Soil moisture (SM) retrieved from satellite observations has become available at a global scale with relatively high spatial-temporal resolution, and the satellite-derived SM can be useful data sources where in-situ measurements are scarce or not available. In this study, the SM data from two different satellite sensors, the Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT) and Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2 (AMSR2), are evaluated through the comparison with in-situ observation collected from twelve sites over a three-year period (2013-2015) in South Korea. The results reveal that the ASCAT descending overpass (09:30, the local equatorial crossing time) shows a better correlation with the in-situ observation than the ascending overpass (21:30, the local equatorial crossing time), while no significant difference in performance is found for AMSR2. Moreover, ASCAT SM retrieval shows a generally better agreement with in-situ observation. Considering the spatial mismatch and different measurement depths, a cumulative distribution function (CDF) matching method, as well as an exponential filter method, are employed to improve the applicability of satellite-derived SM. Specifically, the observation operators based on CDF matching are derived to find the optimal temporal period and tested by cross-validation. It is found that the CDF matching method split into two groups (i.e., growing and non-growing season) outperforms the other temporal groups. Additionally, considering different observation depths between the in-situ (> 10 cm) and the satellite products (the top soil layer), the root-zone SM (RZSM) is derived from satellite surface SM by using the exponential filter method. For this study, a characteristic time length (T) at each observation depth is optimized by maximizing the r value between the SWI and the in-situ observation. Although the optimal T value generally increases with observation depth, it is clearly seen that T values are highly location-dependent. Given an encouraging improvement of the satellite SM estimation when scaling and filtering method applied, the results obtained in this study show that the satellite SM products have the useful potential for operational applications.
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1. Introduction

Soil moisture (SM) plays a fundamental role in understanding land-atmosphere interactions although it comprises less than 0.001% of the total global water budget (Barrett and Petropoulos, 2013). SM information is therefore an essential hydrological variable and a key parameter to quantify and monitor water-related processes such as weather prediction, runoff forecasting, crop-yielding monitoring, and flood risk assessment (Scipal et al., 2008; Brocca et al., 2011; Paulik et al., 2014). In this respect, acquiring continuous and accurate information of spatiotemporal SM is of great importance in hydrology, meteorology and agriculture (González-Zamora et al., 2016).

SM estimates can be obtained from ground-based measurement, satellite observation and SM accounting model, as well as an integration of different sources of data to address each method’s limitation. In-situ observation is generally recognized as a tool for gaining accurate SM information, and therefore commonly used as a reference variable for hydrological applications (Dorigo et al., 2011). Yet, gathering such data remains challenging for many parts of the world with respect to their spatiotemporal aspects (Brocca et al., 2017; Peng et al., 2017; Zhuo and Han, 2016), which, in turn, has contributed to the popularity of using SM products from space. Another practical issue is that hydrological analysis is typically implemented on a catchment scale, while point-based measurements tend to be poorly representative of the spatial distribution for a large-scale estimation of SM due to heterogeneous land surface (Griesfeller et al., 2016; Reichle et al., 2004; Wagner et al., 2013).

Considering these limitations, remotely sensed SM has become an important complementary tool for monitoring SM conditions, providing the advantage of relatively large-scale and high temporal coverage (Brocca et al., 2011; Zeng et al., 2015). The reliability of SM estimates from microwave sensors, both active and passive, has been investigated in depth since their
launch. Compared with other remote sensing techniques that use visible and infrared radiation, microwave remote sensing techniques using longer wavelengths have the potential to offer SM products in that they are mostly unaffected by weather conditions such as cloud cover, haze, rainfall, and aerosols (Barrett and Petropoulos, 2013; Chauhan et al., 2003). Currently, several space missions employing microwave remote sensing have been in operation, providing surface SM measurements in near real-time (Brocca et al., 2017). The European Space Agency’s (ESA) SMOS mission, operating since November 2009, is the first satellite dedicated to measuring surface SM and ocean salinity (Kerr et al., 2012). SMOS detects the brightness temperature at the frequency of 1.4 GHz (L-band, 21 cm), which is able to penetrate up to approximately 5 cm of soil (Ford et al., 2014). NASA’s Soil Moisture Active and Passive (SMAP) mission was launched in January 2015 into the sun-synchronous 6 am/6 pm orbit with an objective to produce a global mapping of high-resolution SM every 2-3 days using an L-band (active) radar and L-band (passive) radiometer (Entekhabi et al., 2010). We attempted to evaluate SMOS and SMAP soil moisture products. However, the number of available data acquired from both satellites was too small for their effective evaluation. It is widely accepted that observations at L-band are severely perturbed by Radio Frequency Interference and (RFI) (Colliander et al., 2017), and Asia and Europe together comprise the majority of RFI sources in the world (Oliva et al., 2012). In this respect, Zeng et al. (2015) have suggested that in Asia, known as the most contaminated area by RFI, it is better to use other satellite sensors instead of the SMOS. There are also two other sensors that have been widely used for SM retrieval from remote sensing: ASCAT on board the Meteorological Operational (METOP) satellite (Albergel et al., 2008b) and AMSR2 on board the Global Change Observation Mission (GCOM)-W1 satellite (JAXA, 2013). Based on practical considerations (i.e., data availability) as well as the results of the previous studies, this study is dedicated to evaluating satellite soil moisture products.
from ASCAT and AMSR2 and improving their quality for the practical issue. In the past few decades, many studies have been conducted to examine the accuracy of active and passive microwave sensors and to expand their applicability for practical issues in hydrology. For example, Wu et al. (2016) evaluated AMSR2 by analyzing ascending and descending overpass products to each other as well as comparing 598 in-situ SM observation stations from the International Soil Moisture Network. Their findings reveal that AMSR2 SM retrievals tend to underestimate in-situ measurements, and similar results were obtained by Zeng et al. (2015) over the Tibetan Plateau region. In contrast to AMSR2, which uses passive microwave sensing techniques, ASCAT provides a global satellite-based active microwave SM product. Validation studies based on ASCAT have been mainly carried out across Europe, and the results show that ASCAT could produce SM with a reasonable level of accuracy (Albergel et al., 2008a; Brocca et al., 2010; Wagner et al., 2013; among others). Despite the potential advantages of satellite-based remote sensing techniques, one of the primary issues is that they are only able to monitor a very thin soil layer, while the RZSM provides more meaningful information in some cases for hydrological applications, such as drought monitoring and crop-yielding prediction (Ford et al., 2014). The limitations associated with their observation depth have led to introducing new approaches to derive the RZSM from the surface SM. For instance, data assimilation techniques, such as Extended Kalman Filter and Ensemble Kalman Filters, have been proposed to combine satellite surface SM with a different source of data to reproduce the RZSM (Renzullo et al., 2014; Sabater et al., 2007). Additionally, Zaman and Mcke (2014) used a machine learning scheme to predict the RZSM by assimilating surface SM, soil temperature and precipitation datasets. However, the above-mentioned schemes have a high computational cost (González-Zamora et al., 2016). Alternatively, the exponential filter method used in this study, also known as Soil Water Index (SWI), proposed by Wagner et al. (1999), has been widely used owing to its
relative simplicity and applicability (Albergel et al., 2008a, 2008b; Ceballos et al., 2005; Ford et al., 2014; Paulik et al., 2014; Qiu et al., 2014).

In addition to the filtering method, scaling techniques are frequently adopted to minimize systematic differences between remote sensing-derived and site-specific SM (Brocca et al., 2011; Su et al., 2013; Kornelsen and Coulibaly, 2015). The scaling methods include the cumulative distribution function (CDF) matching method (Cenci et al., 2016; Enenkel et al., 2016; Massari et al., 2015; Paulik et al., 2014), linear regression, linear rescaling, and Min/Max correction. Most of the conventional CDF matching schemes are carried out based on predefined temporal scales (i.e., monthly or seasonal bases). Monthly precipitation datasets were used to match the CDFs between modelled climate data and in-situ observations with respect to a gamma transform (Lopez et al., 2009). Taking seasonal dependencies into account, Yang et al. (2010) optimized CDF matching by dividing daily precipitation into four groups (i.e., a season).

Unlike the above-mentioned studies, Kim et al. (2016) explored optimal time steps for CDF matching using daily precipitation. They found that 8-day period for a bias correction showed the best. Several studies on the CDF matching method have been explored to derive observation operators, with the intention of building a statistical relationship with reference datasets. For instance, Gao et al. (2013) used observation operators derived from the CDF matching method to estimate the spatially averaged SM from point measurements. Similarly, the spatial transferability of observation operators was confirmed by Han et al. (2012). They found that the derived observation operators were successfully tested in space. Yet, the observation operators obtained from CDF matching approaches have rarely been assessed to the different combination of temporal groups.

Given this background, this study aims to address the following questions:
What is the reliability of the SM retrievals from satellite sensors (ASCAT and AMSR2) and how do their performances in South Korea differ from the other parts of the world? Does the acquisition time (i.e., ascending and descending overpass) affect the quality of satellite SM retrievals?

How could the applicability of satellite SM be improved? Is it desirable to apply the SWI approach for deriving RZSM from the surface, and are there any limitations to using the SWI method?

Is the CDF matching method a useful post-processing scheme for mitigating the systematic biases between in-situ and satellite data? Do the different combinations of temporal periods affect the results?

We here first explore the accuracy of the original satellite SM retrievals in terms of their orbits as well as temporal variation patterns. Then, the SWI, combined with the CDF matching method, is suggested for the performance of the original satellite SM retrievals to be improved so as to be applicable to practical issues. Specifically, the selection of the optimal characteristic time (T) based on the SWI is carefully examined, and its dominant features are further identified. Additionally, besides the conventional CDF matching method that uses the whole record of the investigation period, we explore the performance of CDF matching method on a different temporal resolution basis to select an ideal combination: monthly (12 groups), seasonal (4 groups) and growing and non-growing (2 groups). The performance of each bias-correction group is then validated through a cross-validation procedure. Although the case study site is in South Korea, the methodology and results of this research are useful and relevant to the wider hydrological community.
2. Study area and soil moisture measurement

2.1. Study area

The Korean peninsula, located in northeast Asia, has a range of 33°-38°N latitude and 124°-131°E longitude. Figure 1 shows the study areas along with twelve in-situ SM observation stations throughout South Korea.

South Korea’s climate is characterized by a cold, relatively dry winter and a hot, humid summer. In terms of rainfall, two-thirds of the annual rainfall (1,277 mm) comes during the flood season (between June and September) and only one-fifth of the rainfall comes during the dry season (from November to April of the following year), leading to challenging conditions for effective water resources management.

2.2. Soil moisture measurements

2.2.1. In-situ soil moisture measurements

The observed SM data collected in this study are managed by two organizations: 1) Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA) and 2) Korea Water Resources Cooperation (K-water). The SM contents at depths of 10, 20, 40 and 50 cm have been measured by KMA, while K-water has provided SM observations at different measurement depths (10, 20, 40, 60, 80 cm). A total of 12 sites across South Korea are selected in this study. SM data collected from KMA are measured by using Frequency Domain Reflectometry (FDR) sensors providing volumetric SM, while K-water provides SM data in the Yongdam Dam (YD) catchment by using Time Domain Reflectometer (TDR). The main characteristics of each observation site can be seen in Table 1. Here, the in-situ observations corresponding to...
satellite overpass time are used for the subsequent study. These observation datasets are assumed as the ground truth in assessing the satellite SM products.

2.2.2. Satellite soil moisture measurements

The Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT) on board the METOP satellite crossing the Equator at the local times of 09:30 (descending orbit) and 21:30 (ascending orbit) was initially designed to monitor wind speed and direction over the ocean using an active microwave remote sensing (Wagner et al., 2013). The ASCAT is a C-band radar operating at 5.3 GHz, and its SM retrieval algorithm was developed by the Vienna University of Technology (TU Wien). Apart from its initial purpose, the results of numerous validation studies carried out around the world have yielded clear evidence that the ASCAT also provides SM estimates with high reliability (Wagner et al., 2013). In addition, the ASCAT produces SM products with reasonable temporal resolution (at a sampling time step of 1-3 days) and spatial resolution of 25-50 km (Figa-Saldaña et al., 2002). The ASCAT SM products can be obtained from either the European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT) or the H-SAF Products Download Centre (http://hsaf.meteoam.it). In this study, the ASCAT SM time series products (H109 Metop ASCAT DR2016) with a 12.5-km spatial resolution (resampled from a 25-km grid), which represents the water content in the upper soil layer in relative units between 0% (driest condition) and 100% (wettest condition), were collected from H-SAF (accessed on 28 July 2016). Details on the conditions for access and use can be found on the distributor’s web page.

AMSR2 is the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2 on board the GCOM-W1 satellite, which was launched by the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) in May 2012. Unlike the ASCAT, which uses active microwave remote sensing techniques, the AMSR2 is a passive microwave sensor, taking measurements at multiple frequencies to
provide various hydrological parameters. The AMSR2 was developed to measure the
brightness temperatures at seven different frequencies including 6.925/7.3 GHz, 10.65 GHz,
18.7 GHz, 23.8 GHz, 36.5 GHz, and 89.0 GHz and was initially designed to observe various
parameters connected to the hydrological cycle, such as precipitation, wind speed, snow
depth, SM content, and others (Imaoka et al., 2010).

As a successor to AMSR-E, which was in operation from May 2002 to October 2011, the
basic concept of AMSR2 is almost the same as that of AMSR-E. However, AMSR2 shows
improvements compared with its predecessor; a 7.3-GHz channel was added to identify and
address Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) signals, and AMSR2’s antenna diameter was
enlarged to 2 meters (AMSR-E’s measures 1.6 meters) for better spatial resolution (JAXA,
2013; Wu et al., 2016). AMSR2 SM products, which are derived from two different
algorithms either the JAXA (Koike, 2013) or Land Parameter Retrieval Method (LPRM;
Owe et al., 2008) algorithm can be obtained from each distributor’s website (https://gcom-
w1.jaxa.jp for JAXA and http://gcmd.gsfc.nasa.gov for LPRM). Unlike the JAXA algorithm,
which uses a 10.7 GHz channel, the LPRM product provides AMSR2 SM retrievals for the
6.9 (C-band), 7.3 (C-band) and 10.7 GHz (X-band). Before utilizing the AMSR2 SM product,
each dataset (one dataset from the JAXA algorithm accessed on 4 April 2016 and three
datasets from the LPRM algorithm accessed on 25 January 2017) was compared to the in-situ
observation for evaluation. Based on our preliminary analysis, the JAXA algorithm showed
the best agreement with in-situ observation in terms of the correlation coefficient. The results
are discussed more in detail in section 4. JAXA AMSR2 Level 3 (hereinafter AMSR2) SM
products (with 0.1” spatial resolution and volumetric terms (%)) were selected for further
analysis in this study.
3. Methodology

The satellite SM product sets retrieved from both ASCAT (active microwave sensor) and AMSR2 (passive microwave sensor) are compared with the in-situ SM observations (as ground truth) to evaluate their performance. The satellite pixel values whose centroids are located nearest to each ground observation site are extracted from both satellites. Owing to differences in spatial-temporal resolutions as well as observation depths between satellite and point measurements, satellite data are usually scaled and/or filtered before their utilization for actual applications (Scipal et al., 2008). In the first step, given that SM estimates are provided by different units (volumetric terms for both in-situ and AMSR2, and relative SM for ASCAT), we normalized all the data by using the maximum and the minimum values over the investigation period through the following equation:

\[ Z_i = \frac{x_i - \text{min}(x)}{\text{max}(x) - \text{min}(x)} \]  

where \( Z_i \) is the normalised SM time series, and \( \text{max}(x) \) and \( \text{min}(x) \) are the maximum and minimum value of the investigation period, respectively. After employing the normalising method, both satellite data and in-situ observations have the same maximum and minimum values.

3.1. Filtering technique

Satellite-retrieved SM is representative of a topsoil layer (i.e., satellite-based SM estimates have inherent limitations in capturing the variation of the RZSM), while the RZSM is more readily applicable to be incorporated into hydro-meteorological models (Brocca et al., 2012; Dharssi et al., 2011). In this sense, one popular semi-empirical approach, the exponential filter technique also known as Soil Water Index (SWI) proposed by Wagner et al. (1999), is
employed to derive the RZSM from near-surface observations. In spite of the potential lacks of a physical interpretation (Manfreda et al., 2014), many studies have extensively used this scheme, owing to its simplicity of implementation, computational efficiency and robustness for representing the RMSE. This scheme assumes that a soil profile consists of the surface layer and subsurface layer, and the SM dynamics of the lower layer is proportionally linked with the difference between the two layers. A recursive formulation of the exponential filter that is relatively easy to implement but provides a mathematically equivalent principle to the original filter method is adopted in this study following Albergel et al. (2008b):

\[ SWI_n = SWI_{n-1} + K_n [SSM(t_n) - SWI_{n-1}] \]  

(2)

where \( SWI_n \) is the estimated profile SM at \( t_n \). Eq. (4) is initialized with \( SWI_0 = SSM(t_0) \) and \( K_0 = 1 \), respectively. \( SSM(t_n) \) refers to the surface SM estimate at \( t_n \), and the gain \( K \) at time \( t_n \) is given by:

\[ K_n = \frac{K_{n-1} e^{-\frac{(t_n-t_{n-1})}{T}}}{K_{n-1} + e^{-\frac{(t_n-t_{n-1})}{T}}} \]

(3)

where \( T \) is a surrogate parameter (generally named characteristic time length) that characterizes the temporal dynamics of SM along the soil profile. \( t_n \) and \( t_{n-1} \) are the observation times of the current and the previous SSM measurement in Julian days. In this study, the \( T \) value is determined by optimizing the correlation coefficient \( (r) \) between SWI and in-situ observation. In other words, the \( T \) value corresponding to the highest correlation between the SWI and in-situ observation is considered as the optimal characteristic time length (T) for each SM observation stations. The derived SWI is then compared with in-situ SM with respect to different observation depths along with SM profile \( (\theta_{0-60}) \). In this study, the profile SM referring to depth-
weighted mean SM content between the land surface and a 60cm soil depth is computed as follows:

\[
\theta_{0-60} = \frac{\theta_i d_i + \frac{\theta_i + \theta_{i+1}}{2}(d_{i+1} - d_i) + \frac{\theta_{i+1} + \theta_{i+2}}{2}(d_{i+2} - d_{i+1}) + \frac{\theta_{i+2} + \theta_{i+3}}{2}(d_{i+3} - d_{i+2})}{d_{i+3}}
\]

(4)

where \(d_i\) (cm) represents the \(i\)-th depth of measurement from the top layer, and \(\theta_i\) is the SM obtained from the \(i\)-th depth. In the case where measurements at the 60 cm depth are not available, the values at the 60 cm depth were replaced by SM measurements at the 50 cm depth. Considering hydrological applications such as runoff modelling, flood forecasting, and drought monitoring, the average SM greater than the top soil layer is of great importance (Brocca et al., 2011; Paulik et al., 2014). In this regard, we attempt to compare the derived SWI with each soil layer as well as the depth-averaged SM contents.

3.2. Scaling technique

The mismatch in spatial scale and measuring depth between satellite-based retrievals and in-situ observations are likely to cause inevitable systematic differences. The cumulative density function (CDF) matching approach is considered to be an enhanced nonlinear technique applied to tackle systematic differences between different data sources (Su et al., 2013; Brocca et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2011; Scipal et al., 2008). Through this method, the satellite data are rescaled in such way that its CDF is matched with that of the in-situ measurements.

In other words, the satellite SM products are mapped to the same probability value as that of observations.

\[
Z_j = F_{o_j}^{-1} \left( F_{s_j} \left( \hat{Y}_j \right) \right)
\]

(5)

where \(\hat{Y}_j\) is a biased data (satellite product), \(Z_j\) is the bias corrected data (CDF matched value), \(F_{s_j}\) is a CDF of biased data, and \(F_{o_j}^{-1}\) is an objective CDF.
Here, the CDF of the two datasets (i.e., the satellite-derived SWI and observations) is firstly displayed, and then the differences corresponding to the CDF of each ranked data are computed. The observation operator is finally derived based on a polynomial fit, which allows defining site-specific parameters. To be specific, the parameters of the polynomial equation are estimated from one subset, and the derived parameters are then exploited to the remaining data set for validation. In addition, we test the performance of observation operators based on four different temporal groups. More groups are likely to result in reducing error, while using too many groups can lead to the overfitting issue. To avoid overfitting, the parameters obtained the calibration period are tested for validation.

### 3.3 Performance Indices

The performance and accuracy of satellite SM products are assessed by comparing them against in-situ observations that are regarded as reference SM values. For this study, four commonly used statistical indicators (i.e., correlation coefficient ($r$), root mean square error (RMSE), unbiased RMSE (ubRMSE) and bias) are computed to quantify the level of accuracy (Zeng et al., 2015). Here, for $N$ discrete datasets of two variables (i.e., satellite SM retrieval ($\theta_s$) and in-situ observation ($\theta_n$)), the Pearson correlation coefficient ($r$) is used to examine temporal pattern similarity between two datasets, given by:

$$r = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} (\theta_s - \bar{\theta}_s)(\theta_n - \bar{\theta}_n)}{\sigma_s \sigma_n}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $\sigma_s$ and $\sigma_n$ represent the standard deviation of satellite and in-situ SM, respectively. The overbar indicates the averages over the entire investigation period. In addition to the correlation coefficient, root mean squared error (RMSE) and unbiased root mean squared error (ubRMSE) are used for the validation of satellite SM products. $RMSE$ and $ubRMSE$ are calculated as follows:
\[ \text{RMSE} = \left( \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} (\theta_n - \bar{\theta}_s)^2 \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \]  
\[ \text{ubRMSE} = \left( \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left[ (\theta_s - \bar{\theta}_s) - (\theta_n - \bar{\theta}_n) \right]^2 \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \]

ubRMSE is used for removing the systematic differences (i.e., bias) between satellite retrievals and in-situ observations. ubRMSE is related with RMSE and can be expressed as follows:

\[ \text{ubRMSE}^2 = \text{RMSE}^2 + \text{bias}^2 \]

4. Results and Discussion

In this section, we evaluate the accuracy and reliability of the satellite-based SM products. The satellite SM products retrieved from both ASCAT and AMSR2 are compared with the in-situ observations collected from 12 different sites, over a three-year period for KMA sites (2013-2015), and a two-year period for YD sites (2014-2015).

4.1. Overview of the satellite soil moisture

Prior to evaluating the satellite-based SM products, we first attempt to explore the performance of SM retrieval algorithms (for AMSR2). Here, we assess each retrieval algorithm by comparing it with in-situ data measured at a depth of 10 cm. As for the LPRM algorithms, there is no significant improvement in accuracy by applying different frequencies (X, C1 and C2 band), with mean r values ranging between 0.13 and 0.17 for 12 observation sites (Table 2). Regarding the retrieval algorithm, AMSR2-JAXA also shows a negligible improvement in the performance, but satellite SM data with a higher spatial-temporal resolution can be obtained by using JAXA algorithm (10 km for JAXA and 25 km for
LPRM). Taking this advantage into account, the AMSR2 SM data derived from JAXA algorithm are hereinafter used for further studies.

[Insert Table 2]

As for polar orbit satellites, SM products are provided at different acquisition times (i.e., ascending and descending overpasses). The night-time retrievals are generally expected to have higher accuracy than the daytime products since the geophysical conditions are more favorable during the night-time (Kim et al., 2015; Zeng et al., 2015). On the other hand, there is also a positive effect over the daytime in that the canopy is more transparent and drier during the daytime (Brocca et al., 2011). Here, the daytime refers to the ascending overpass for AMSR2 (1:30 pm) and descending overpass of ASCAT (9:30 am), and vice versa for the night-time. In this regard, the performance associated with their overpass time is examined. For this study, in-situ observations measured at 10 cm depth corresponding to the satellite overpass times are used to evaluate the performance with respect to orbit direction. As can be seen from Figure 2, the descending retrieval for ASCAT is shown to be superior to the ascending one, while no significant discrepancy can be found for AMSR2.

[Insert Figure 2]

The results for ASCAT are in accordance with findings by Griesfeller et al. (2016) who obtained mean $r$ values for Norway equal to 0.72 for the descending orbit (daytime) and 0.68 for the ascending orbit (night-time). Interestingly, they also found descending retrievals (night-time) to be in better agreement with in-situ observations for AMSR-E. In contrast, Zeng et al. (2015) obtained a higher $r$ value for the ascending orbit in China (0.788 for night-time and 0.885 for daytime). The abovementioned studies indicate that the accuracy of SM
data with respect to satellite orbit is highly location-dependent: SM products from the
satellite can be affected not only by the orbits but also by other factors such as soil texture,
topography, land cover, and climate. For instance, the $r$ values for the KMA01 site are equal
to 0.64 for the ascending overpass, 0.75 for the descending overpass, and 0.69 for the
ascending plus descending overpasses (Figure 3). Compared to the descending overpass, the
combination of ascending and descending overpasses shows a negligible decrease in
performance in terms of $r$ value. Furthermore, the combination of ascending and descending
overpasses increases the temporal data coverage to 91% (N: 991) of date for the study period
without any interpolation (Figure 3c). In this study, both of the ascending and descending
products are used to obtain higher temporal coverage, which may help to provide more robust
results by increasing the amount of data analyzed. For this reason, both passes were
commonly used in many previous studies (Brocca et al., 2011; Kolassa et al., 2016)

To examine how SM products perform seasonally and annually, a time series comparison of
the different data sources from two sites is presented in Figure 4. The seasonal variation is
strong over the study sites, displaying the characteristic of monsoons. The ASCAT products
tend to overestimate in-situ data, while AMSR 2 generally underestimates the SM. The
results are consistent with previous studies (Cho et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2015; Zeng et al.,
2015). They also found that the AMSR 2 retrievals tend to underestimate in-situ SM with
unrealistically high values responding to precipitation events and the lack of temporal
dynamics.

[Insert Figure 3]

[Insert Figure 4]
4.2. ASCAT versus in-situ observation

4.2.1. The exponential filter method

The microwave-based ASCAT products are representative of a very shallow soil layer (Brocca et al., 2011), whereas they are compared with in-situ observations measured greater than a depth of 10 cm. Moreover, the RZSM is a more important variable for many hydrological applications. In this regard, a recursive exponential filter method that allows estimating the RZSM from the surface measurement is employed. Then, the derived SWI from ASCAT surface SM products are compared with the in-situ SM observations at different depths along with the SM profile from surface to 50 cm depth ($d_{0-50}$ cm). Here, correlation coefficient ($r$) is used for the selection of the optimal $T$, based on the fact that it is more meaningful to capture the temporal behavior of SM rather than the absolute value for many hydrological applications (González-Zamora et al., 2016). Table 3 shows the statistical performance between the ASCAT SWI and in-situ observations measured at different depths at 12 sites. The mean $r$ values are 0.54, 0.52, 0.51, 0.47, and 0.58 at 10, 20, 30, 50, and 0-50 cm depth, respectively, and a slightly higher $r$ value is obtained from the SM profile (0-50 cm).

[Insert Table 3]

In all the observation depths, the results show improved temporal correlations, indicating that the SWI method can reproduce the behavior of the RZSM. However, the relatively large differences in $r$ values among the sites are found owing to systematic biases between the original satellite and in-situ observations. In terms of the mean RMSE, the figures are equal to 0.19, 0.21, 0.22, and 0.25 at the depths of 10, 20, 30 and 50 cm respectively, confirming a better performance of the SWI at the shallow soil layer. The differences in mean ubRMSE for
each observation depth, however, are negligible ranging from 0.16 to 0.18. Considering relatively large differences between the ubRMSE and the RMSE (i.e., there remain systematic biases between in-situ and satellite SM dataset), it can be argued that bias reduction techniques should be employed to improve the accuracy of satellite retrievals with respect to in-situ observations.

The characteristic time length ($T$), representing the SM travel time from the surface, increases as the depth increases, which is in line with the assumption of the SWI (3.1 days for 10 cm and 8.3 days for 50 cm). The optimal $T$ value for 0–50 cm shows similar results to those obtained for 10 cm, which shows that the SM stored in the top soil layer have more influence on the SM profile (0-50 cm). For SM profile (0-50 cm), one of the leading factors impacting the satellite SM is the ratio of open water surface within the pixel: the KMA01 site with the smallest ratio of open water surface (1.5%) has the best $r$ value of 0.83 but the KMA06 site with the greatest proportion (9.1%) shows the lowest $r$ value of 0.53 (Table 3). However, in the case of YD sites, the ratio of open water surface (< 2.0%) is much smaller than that of KMA sites, and there is no significant difference in $r$ value according to the ratio of open water surface. However, some of the observation sites show surprising results of $T$ values being smaller for the deeper soil layer. For instance, the optimal $T$ value at the YD03 site appears to be inconsistent with the model assumption (i.e., 3.7 days for 10 cm depth and 1.5 days for 60 cm depth, respectively). A feasible explanation is presented in Figure 5, showing an example of the dynamic range of the SWI with respect to $T$ values. Here, it is clear that as the $T$ value increases, the time series of the ASCAT SWI becomes smoother (Figure 5a). In other words, the lower dynamic range with a larger $T$ value is generally expected to be representative of SM contents at a deeper soil layer rather than a top soil layer. Interestingly, in this specific case, in-situ SM time series at a depth of 60 cm shows rather larger temporal variability compared with that measured at 10 cm depth, with a coefficient of variation (CV)
equal to 31.61 for 10 cm and 39.31 for 40 cm (Figure 5b). The results are against the basic concept of the exponential filter method that assumes the SM content integrated over the deeper layers, thus exhibiting less variations than in the topsoil layer (González-Zamora et al., 2016). However, at some of the in-situ observations in this study, SM contents at the lower layer tend to respond more rapidly to rainfall, which may be caused by many uncertain factors. This abnormal SM variation at the deeper soil layer might be attributed to a preferential flow, causing an uneven and often rapid movement of water in the soil (Paquette et al., 2016). It is beyond the scope of this study to investigate this phenomenon further. Nonetheless, it should be noted that although the SWI approach is unlikely to capture short-term fluctuations that may occur in the root-zone in a particular area, the SWI method is a useful tool to build temporal dynamic of the RZSM.

4.2.2. The CDF matching method

The CDF matching method is widely used in many hydrological applications to remove the systematic biases between two data sets. Here, the CDFs of the derived SWI are matched with those of in-situ observations at each site. The CDF matching method, in this study, is used to derive an observation operator through the third-order polynomial fit that has also been used in previous studies (e.g., Drusch et al., 2005; Han et al., 2012). The aim of using an observation operator is to define a set of parameters that are suitable for further use. In this study, besides the conventional CDF matching method that uses the whole record of investigation period (QM1), we explore the performance of CDF matching method on a different temporal resolution basis: monthly (12 groups; QM2), seasonal (4 groups; QM3) and growing and non-growing (2 groups; QM4). To be specific, the CDF matching method is built and validated for four different temporal groups: 1) the entire period of investigation, 2)
monthly, 3) seasonal (spring (Mar-May), summer (Jun-Aug), fall (Sep-Nov) and winter (Dec-Feb)), and 4) growing (Apr-Sep) and non-growing seasons.

The proposed CDF matching approach is first tested to select an optimal temporal resolution in terms of statistical scores. For the sake of brevity, the results obtained at 10 cm only are presented. Taylor diagram is displayed in Figure 6, illustrating the statistical metrics of the comparison between in-situ observations and satellite retrievals with respect to the aforementioned temporal groups. Compared to the result obtained from ASCAT SWI (Table 3), it is clear that the ASCAT SWI-CDFs present enhanced performance scores, with the exception of QM1. To be specific, QM1 shows a fairly low range of correlations with most values being less than 0.77 (mean $r = 0.54$). On the other hand, the mean $r$ values increase from 0.54 (ASCAT SWI) to 0.78, 0.77 and 0.78 for QM2, QM3 and QM4 respectively. As for ubRMSE values, they also generally show improved results, though not as significant as $r$ values.

To further ensure the applicability of the observation operators, we partitioned the datasets into two subsets. The datasets of ASCAT SWI are initially grouped based on temporal resolution. Then, the established parameters of the polynomial equation for the calibration period are validated for the remaining datasets. The performance of observation operators in both calibration and validation periods is presented in Figure 7. The observation operators behave differently between calibration and validation periods depending on temporal resolutions. The observation operators, in general, perform better in calibration than in validation periods. In terms of the correlation coefficient, the observation operator derived using QM1 shows a clearly worse performance compared to other temporal groups. Although both QM2 and QM3 display almost equally robust performances in statistical scores for calibration periods, the results obtained from the validation period show that the highest mean
r values are observed when the datasets are grouped on the basis of growing and non-growing seasons (QM4). The similar results are generally observed with respect to the RMSE and ubRMSE.

4.3. AMSR2 versus in-situ observation

The AMSR2 SM products are evaluated against ground SM observations with the same procedure as ASCAT: the scaling and filtering methods are also applied to assess and improve their performance.

4.3.1. The exponential filter method

It should be noted that the AMSR2 remote sensor provides SM information of the top soil layer depending on local surface conditions. Therefore, it is a huge challenge to obtain RZSM directly by means of remote sensing technique. In this regard, we derive the AMSR2 SWI using the exponential filter and then the derived RZSM at each observation depth is compared with in-situ observations. Here, the first step is to obtain optimal \( T \) at each site by computing to maximize the correlation coefficient. Then, the derived SWI is compared with in-situ observations. Table 4 shows the statistical scores describing the agreements between the AMSR2 SWI and in-situ observations measured at different depths. The average \( r \) values are equal to 0.36, 0.33, 0.34, 0.39, and 0.38 at 10, 20, 30, 50, and 0-50 cm depth, respectively, and a slightly higher mean \( r \) value is obtained from SM profile (0-50 cm). The mean RMSE for each observation depth ranges from 0.36 to 0.43 and the mean ubRMSE is from 0.18 to 0.19. The performance scores for AMSR2 are fairly lower than those obtained by ASCAT SWI. This is attributed to the discrepancy in the correlation of original AMSR2 data. It is interesting to note that the characteristic time \( (T) \) of the exponential filter is longer
than that of ASCAT, with the average value of 10.6 days for AMSR2, and 3.1 days for
ASCAT at 10 cm. The results are in line with previous studies that the optimal T highly
varies depending on the study area, soil condition, climatic condition, and even satellite
sensors used (Albergel et al., 2008a)

4.3.2. The CDF matching method
The proposed CDF matching approach is applied not only for addressing inevitable
systematic biases between two different data sources but also for selecting an optimal
temporal resolution. First, we test the CDF matching method for the entire investigation
period and the results obtained at 10 cm are presented in Figure 8. It is clear that the CDF
matching method provides enhanced performance scores for most of the bias-correction
groups with the exception of QM1. The mean r values increase from 0.36 (AMSR2 SWI at
10 cm) to 0.39, 0.70, 0.60 and 0.68 for QM1, QM2, QM3 and QM4, respectively. The results
obtained from QM1 are very similar to those derived from ASCAT, showing that the
performance is apparently lower than the other groups. The QM2 based on a monthly
duration shows the best performance among others: the RMSE ranges from 0.11 to 0.18, with
the average value of 0.15; the r value is in the range 0.52-0.80, with the average value of
0.70.

Given that too many groups can cause serious overfitting issues, we subdivided datasets into
two subsets and then validated the proposed CDF matching method through cross-validation.
As can be seen in Figure 9, it is evident that QM1 shows the worst performance in both
calibration and validation periods. As for QM2 and QM3, significant different statistical
scores are found between the calibration and validation periods resulting from overfitting issues. In contrast, QM4 shows a robust performance over both calibration and validation periods, thus confirming that the derived observation operator based on growing and non-growing seasons performs the best. These results are in accordance with the ASCAT.

559 Figure 10 shows the samples of time series comparison of the SWI-CDF with the in-situ observations. The SWI-CDF for ASCAT and AMSR2 is found to capture the temporal variation of in-situ SM with an enhanced level of accuracy in comparison with original satellite SM products.

564 5. Conclusion

565 This study aims to assess active and passive microwave SM retrievals and further expand their applicability. We first estimated the accuracy of the original satellite SM retrievals in terms of their orbits as well as variation patterns. For the ASCAT products, the descending overpass was more highly correlated with in-situ observations than the ascending overpass in the study area. Conversely, a slightly better correlation was found in the ascending overpass for the AMSR2 although the differences are insignificant. Next, the exponential filter, eventually combined with the CDF matching method, was employed to derive the RZSM that appears to be more meaningful than the surface SM for hydrological applications. Specifically, the selection of the optimal characteristic time (T) based on the Pearson correlation coefficient was carefully examined, and its notable features were further investigated. It is concluded that the optimal T values generally increase with the depth of observed soil, which is in accordance with the model’s underlying assumption that T
represents water travel time along the soil profile. However, a smaller T value was obtained in the deeper soil layer at some observation sites, indicating that SM contents at the deeper layer tend to show rather larger temporal variability compared with that measured at the lower layer. Based on the results achieved in this study, it should be noted that although the determination of the optimal T value depends mainly on the soil depth, T value is also influenced by many uncertain factors, such as soil properties, length of data and climate conditions.

Apart from the conventional bias correction approach that uses the whole record of the investigation period, we evaluated the performance of CDF matching method on a different temporal resolution basis to select an ideal combination: monthly (12 groups), seasonal (4 groups) and growing and non-growing (2 groups). The performance of each bias-correction group was then validated through a cross-validation procedure for the purpose of addressing overfitting issues. A bias-correction period of QM4 (2 groups) performed well for both calibration and validation periods in South Korea. However, it should be noted that the results achieved in this study might be location-dependent so that one can obtain different optimal temporal resolutions for other locations. Nonetheless, given that little work on this topic has been carried out to explore the optimal bias-correction period in the literature, the methodology we proposed in this study will encourage future research in this field.

Overall, the underlying features and some limitations of satellite SM retrievals were investigated in depth. Furthermore, successful attempts were made to overcome the shortcomings of the original satellite products. Despite our primary contribution in this study, further work is required to address this study’s limitations, i.e., the low number of observation sites as well as relatively short-term observation periods. Specifically, as for the
proposed CDF matching method in this study, more stable and comprehensive results are expected with a more extended period of records.
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Figure 1. Locations of the two networks. The base map shows the elevation of the corresponding area. KMA and YD represent (a) Korea meteorological Administration networks, and (b) Korea Water Resources Cooperation networks, respectively.
Figure 2. Boxplots of correlation coefficient ($r$), RMSE and ubRMSE: (a-c) for ASCAT and (d-f) for AMSR2. Here, the x-axis indicates satellite orbits; (A) and (D) correspond to the ascending and descending overpasses, respectively. (A+D) refers to the aggregation of the ascending and descending overpasses.
Figure 3. Statistical scores ($r$ and RMSE) between ASCAT SM and site-specific data sets for the KMA01 site. $N$ indicates the number of data pairs.
Figure 4. Samples of time series comparison of SM products (ASCAT and AMSR2) with in-situ observations. The bar graph indicates rainfall.
Figure 5. (a) In-situ SM measurements and ASCAT SWI time series from the YD03 site with different $T$ (1, 15 and 30 days). (b) in-situ observations at different observation depths along with coefficient of variation (CV).
Figure 6. Taylor diagram representing the statistics between the in-situ observations measured at 10 cm depth and ASCAT SWI-CDF at 12 sites.
Figure 7. Statistics of the correlation coefficient ($r$), RMSE, and ubRMSE. Here, the error bar indicates 95% confidence interval.
Figure 8. Taylor diagram representing the statistics between the in-situ observations measured at 10 cm depth and AMSR2 SWI-CDF at 12 sites.
Figure 9. Statistics of the correlation coefficient ($r$), and RMSE. Here, the error bar indicates 95% confidence interval.
Figure 10. Time series of in-situ observation measured at 10 cm depth and SWI-CDF products. Here, the results of the QM4 group are presented.
Table 1. Main characteristics of the study sites. Here, water fraction indicates the area ratio of wetlands plus open water surfaces within ASCAT pixel (12.5 km).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Elevation (m a.s.l)</th>
<th>Longitude (°)</th>
<th>Latitude (°)</th>
<th>Annual rainfall (mm/year)</th>
<th>Observation depth (cm)</th>
<th>Land use</th>
<th>Water ratio (%)</th>
<th>Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KMA-01</td>
<td>181.0</td>
<td>127.25</td>
<td>38.20</td>
<td>1,179</td>
<td>10, 20, 30, 50</td>
<td>Forest</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2013-2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMA-02</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>126.99</td>
<td>37.27</td>
<td>1,007</td>
<td>10, 20, 30, 50</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2013-2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMA-03</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>128.15</td>
<td>35.24</td>
<td>1,397</td>
<td>10, 20, 30, 50</td>
<td>Forest</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2013-2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMA-04</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>126.99</td>
<td>35.95</td>
<td>1,095</td>
<td>10, 20, 30, 50</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>2013-2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMA-05</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>127.44</td>
<td>36.63</td>
<td>970</td>
<td>10, 20, 30, 50</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2013-2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMA-06</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>127.74</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>1,058</td>
<td>10, 20, 30, 50</td>
<td>Forest</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>2013-2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YD-01</td>
<td>313.0</td>
<td>127.55</td>
<td>35.87</td>
<td>1,011</td>
<td>10, 20, 40, 60, 80</td>
<td>Forest</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2014-2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YD-02</td>
<td>330.0</td>
<td>127.43</td>
<td>35.97</td>
<td>1,111</td>
<td>10, 20, 40, 60</td>
<td>Forest</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2014-2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YD-03</td>
<td>396.0</td>
<td>127.40</td>
<td>35.86</td>
<td>1,108</td>
<td>10, 20, 40, 60</td>
<td>Forest</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>2014-2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YD-04</td>
<td>334.0</td>
<td>127.49</td>
<td>35.80</td>
<td>1,043</td>
<td>10, 20, 40, 60, 80</td>
<td>Forest</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2014-2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YD-05</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>127.63</td>
<td>35.81</td>
<td>956</td>
<td>10, 20, 40, 60, 80</td>
<td>Forest</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2014-2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YD-06</td>
<td>409.0</td>
<td>127.51</td>
<td>35.68</td>
<td>1,071</td>
<td>10, 20, 40, 60, 80</td>
<td>Forest</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2014-2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Comparison of different retrieval algorithms for AMSR2 SM products.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>mean $r$</th>
<th>mean RMSE</th>
<th>mean Bias</th>
<th>max $r$</th>
<th>Min $r$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JAXA</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPRM (X)</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C1)</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C2)</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Comparison of ASCAT SWI with different observation depths (r: correlation coefficient, RMSE: root mean square error, T: characteristic time length (days)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>D_{10 cm}</th>
<th>D_{20 cm}</th>
<th>D_{30 cm}</th>
<th>D_{50 cm}</th>
<th>D_{0-50 cm}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>ubRMSE</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMA01</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMA02</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMA03</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMA04</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMA05</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMA06</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YD01</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YD02</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YD03</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YD04</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YD05</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YD06</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Comparison of AMSR2 SWI with different observation depths (r: correlation coefficient, RMSE: root mean square error, T: characteristic time length (days)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>D_{10cm}</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>D_{20cm}</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>D_{30cm}</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>D_{50cm}</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>D_{0-50cm}</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>ubRMSE</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>ubRMSE</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>ubRMSE</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>ubRMSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMA01</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMA04</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMA05</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YD04</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>